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LOCATION: Off Sovereign
Harbour, East Sussex
DEPTH: 7-15m
VISIBILITY: 2-5m

Cannons galore greet advanced diver and underwater photographer
Martin Davies on his tour around an unidentified 17th-century ship
of the line. Apply for a visitors’ licence and you could dive it too
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here are many unknown shipwrecks
around the UK coastline: some have
been forgotten with the passage of
time, others have yet to be identified
so their history remains a mystery.
There is one simply called the Normans’ Bay
wreck. Following notification of its discovery
in 2005, English Heritage moved quickly to
designate the site as a Protected Wreck site.
What made it so special were the cannons.
The wreck remains unidentified but it is
almost certainly a 17th-century warship
given the huge concentration of very
impressive cannons, many lying on top of
each other and pointing up towards the
surface. At the last count there were 49 of
varying sizes scattered across a relatively
small area of sea bed. The remains of
timbers and other artefacts make the site a
unique time capsule and at a depth of 8 to
15m it is easy to access. Although the site g
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g is protected by law, English Heritage is
keen to allow divers to see it and all you
have to do is to apply for a visitors’ licence
(see ‘Essentials’ box).
To help divers get the best from their dive,
in 2011 EH commissioned the Nautical
Archaeology Society to set up a diver trail.
There is small buoy marking the wreck,
which only becomes visible at slack water.
You will need to bear in mind that, as in
many shallow bays, you need good
buoyancy control to avoid destroying the
visibility by kicking up sediment on the site,

which is easily done with a couple of
careless fin strokes.
What will you see? Descending from the
buoy, the rope takes you down to a large
railway carriage wheel that was used as the
weight for a previous larger buoy. From here
you follow the blue rope, which takes you
to the wreck site approximately 12m away
and the start of the tour. The route is
marked with yellow sinker weights on the
seabed and numbered, floating signs. On
each of the bases there is a metal arrow
pointing out the direction of the items of

interest. Occasionally there is a weighted
chord connecting the stations; it’s useful in
poor visibility but please do not pull on it.
The trail goes clockwise around the site and
the tour guide also gives compass directions
to follow.
MARKER 1 Here you will find two cannons
(the largest is 3m long), the impressive
3m-wide anchor and a mound of ballast
stones. Many of the cannon have small
mussels living on them, which attract
starfish and crustaceans.
g

English or Dutch?
On 30 June 1690 the Battle of Beachy
Head took place off the coast of East
Sussex. Seventy French ships-of-theline engaged with an Anglo-Dutch
contingent of 57. The smaller and
weaker Anglo-Dutch force, out gunned
and outnumbered, retreated east toward
the Thames. During the battle the
English only lost one vessel, but the
Dutch lost 10 and the most recent
research suggests the Normans’ Bay
wreck could be one of the Dutch
casualties from that very battle.
Only one ship went west away from
the main retreating flotilla after having
her hull severely damaged during the
battle. A surviving account from a Rear
Admiral who stayed with the vessel until
it sank off the English coast on the night
of the
2 July 1690 is evidence that the vessel
was in close to the English coastline. A
more accurate positioning of the wreck
came from an account of Queen Mary
who commented on a Dutch ship sinking
near the Haven of Pemsey, (which we
now call ‘Pevensey’) just north of the
Normans’ Bay area.
This ship, the Wapen van Utrecht, was
a 64-gun man-o-war built in 1665 and
had been involved in seven major battles
before getting involved at Beachy Head.
Her construction date ties in with treering data from the site, which confirmed
that the timbers were of oak cut after
1658 from a European region within what
we now call Germany. The location of all
64 guns on board has yet to be
confirmed, although the mix of different
cannon sizes on the seabed also
suggests a possible fit.
English Heritage keeps an open mind
on the identification issue, describing the
site as ‘archaeological remains
consistent with those of a large warship
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g MARKER 2 There are nine cannons here,
from 2.5m to 3m long. This large
concentration of full-sized guns suggests
here are main decks of the ship. The cannon
are home to tompot blennies and other
small fish.

MARKER 3 This is one of the best places
to appreciate the size of the larger
cannons: three magnificent guns point
upwards at an angle of 40º. Weighing in
excess of two tonnes, these monster guns
stand proud of the seabed by a couple of
metres. This is likely to be the bow area of
the wreck. There are plenty of crabs taking
shelter in the metal homes provided by
the cannons.
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MARKER 4 The eastern part of the wreck
is much more sheltered and can be a bit
silty. Here, another large cannon has an odd
fin-like protrusion. To the south-west of the
marker there is a collection of galley bricks
that would have lined the ship to protect
the hull from the heat of the galley ovens.
Look out for topknots, small flatfish that
can blend in to the wreck with their
excellent camouflage.
MARKER 5 Here you can see parts of the
hull planks and timber frames protruding
from the seabed. Unlike the Mary Rose,
which was protected by the soft sediment
of the seabed off Portsmouth, here most of
the exposed timbers have been eaten or

washed away in winter storms, leaving
predominantly the metal objects that have
concreted over the centuries. A little
further back you can see two large
cannons resting together to form an arch.
Underneath them you will find the remains
of a wooden barrel. The iron rings that
held the barrel together can be clearly
made out on the seabed.
MARKER 6 Just 6m south of marker 5,
this is an area of large cannon resting on
top of ballast, which raises them slightly
from the general seabed. Swimming over
this mound for another 10m will take you
to the most southern part of the wreck
at marker 7.
MARKER 7 This marks the most southerly
area of the cannon scatter. Smaller items
and artefacts have been found here by
archaeologists studying the site.

VAbove left: Heaped cannon
RAbove: The ship’s anchor
PRight: Tompot blenny

MARKER 8 Heading back north as you
navigate around the site, this area is the
least explored and may well, in time, reveal
some vital clues such as pottery shards to
help identify the wreck. A further 6m swim
north-west will see you return to the start of
the diver trail, giving you a second
opportunity to see the anchor and large
cannon before returning to the surface.

Essentials

RQUAbove, left and below: Positioning
RAbove: Starfish
and muscles cling to
a cannon

QLeft: Mounds of
ballast on the seabed

Visit a protected wreck
There is plenty of relevant information about diving the Normans’ Bay wreck on the
Nautical Archaeology Society’s website
(www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/content/normans-bay-protected-wreck-site).
English Heritage manages all protected wreck sites for the UK’s Department for Culture,
Media and Sport and is keen to promote access. Divers can apply directly to English Heritage
for a visitors’ licence, you may well be referred to the wreck licensee who may be working
on the site. Visit the agency’s website – www.englishheritage.org.uk and look for the
professional advice pages (www.english-heritage.org.uk/professional/advice/ourplanning-role/consent/protected-wreck-sites/marine-app-site-visit) or contact
maritime@english-heritage.org.uk for help.
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the markers to create the diver trail

DEPTH RANGE: The depth to the seabed is
around 7 to 15m dependent on tide.
FINDING THE WRECK: The wreck site is
situated at 50° 48.1767N 000°24.6380E
(WGS 84), four nautical miles ENE of
Sovereign Harbour.
TIDAL INFORMATION: Currents in
Normans’ Bay can be strong on spring
tides with only 30 to 40 minutes of slack.
Try to dive on neaps when slack water
sometimes gives a diving window of an
hour or more. We generally dive from 1
hour before high or low water Eastbourne.
GAS: Getting diving gas in this area can be
an issue if you are not using a charter boat.
Air is sufficient for this dive. Fills can be
prearranged at Aqua Trek Scuba Diving
Centre at the nearby Sovereign Leisure
Centre, Royal Parade, Eastbourne BN22
7LQ (07508 679 943). There is Newhaven
Scuba at Newhaven Marina, Fort Rd,
Newhaven, East Sussex BN9 9DA (01273
612 012) and there are some local BSAC
clubs in the area that may be able to help.
We have considered taking our own small
compressor to save a trip to Newhaven.

Charter boat Dive 125 has a compressor on
board and can fill in between dives.
RIB LAUNCHING: Unfortunately the area has
no public slipways. There are two launching
options either at Premier Marina in
Sovereign Harbour, Eastbourne, (£49 to
launch and £129 to recover a 6.5m RIB plus
overnight berthing charges £23.60 a night) or
at Simpson Marine in Newhaven
(www.simpson-marine.co.uk, 01273 612 612)
where a tractor launch and recovery for the
day costs £30 and overnight berthing is £15 a
night. There is a longer sea journey to get
around to Normans’ Bay from there, but if
you load kit from the beach at Pevensey you
can save on boat fuel.
ACCOMMODATION: There are hotels, travel
lodges, B&Bs and camping in the area. I have
stayed on a Camping and Caravan Club site
at the beach, with the wreck site just two
miles away out to sea. This means that you
can shuttle divers out to the site if you have
chosen a neap window and eases the
logistics.
FOOD: Pevensey is a good choice in the
evening for a bite to eat, there is a good

Indian restaurant and pub food, but like
most of English seaside places they don’t
serve late. There are also a lot of eateries
in Sovereign Harbour, including a fish and
chip shop.
BLOWN OUT: The Shipwreck Museum in
Hastings is free and is perfect for divers. It
even has some artefacts from the
Normans’ Bay wreck on display, including
a copper cauldron. The Redoubt Museum
on the seafront in Eastbourne is also well
worth a visit it includes a model of the
Sovereign of the Sea, which was also at the
Battle of Beachy Head in 1690.
CHARTER BOATS: There are three hard
boats operating in the Eastbourne area that
can take you to Normans’ Bay and also do
the paperwork for the licence for you.
Contact Dave Ronnan at Dive125
(www.dive125.co.uk, 07764 585 353), Steve
Johnson at Channel Diving
(www.channeldiving.com , 07970 674 799)
or Mike Keane at Sussex Shipwrecks
(www.sussexshipwrecks.co.uk)
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